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There’s so much else going on at the moment

we could be forgiven for thinking most ‘normal’
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In last month’s edition, we brought you a long
article under Town Hall News on this year’s
Census Day. This month, there’s a shortened
version. The main thing to remember is the date:
21st March 2021. Most people will be filling it in
online, but you can request a paper questionnaire
if you would prefer.

Local Elections in May
Last May, the scheduled election for Police and
Crimes Commissioner were postponed due to
lockdown. It is scheduled to go ahead this year
on Thursday 6th May. Candidates are yet to be

announced. We will bring you details of these in
the April edition.
On the same day, there will be an election
for all members of Devon County Council,
including in our own Division, Chudleigh and
Teign Valley.
And finally, there are currently three
vacancies on Chudleigh Town Council, which
will also be voted for on that day.
Town Clerk, John Carlton, tells us he has
been assured polling stations will be perfectly
safe with voters being asked to supply their own
pen or pencil to cast their vote.
However, some of you may prefer the
option of a postal vote. [And experience in the
US in November 2020 showed us just how
powerful a strong postal vote can be.]
If you want to register for a postal vote,
you can download the application form from the
Teignbridge District Council website. You can
return completed applications by email by
sending a PDF copy of the form to
absentvoting@teignbridge.gov.uk or by posting
it to The Electoral Registration Officer, Forde
House, Brunel Road, Newton Abbot, TQ12 4XX.
The
closing
date to apply
for a postal
vote for the
May elections
is 20th April.

6

Useful websites and telephone numbers

A huge thank you
to our distribution
sponsor,
Webselect

Chudleigh Covid Task Force: 01626 853140
or email: clerk@chudleigh-tc.gov.uk
Medical Advice
Government Guidelines
Help and Support for businesses
Employees: Statutory Sick Pay
Employees: Short Timeworking
HMRC Coronavirus Helpline: 08000159559
HMRC Self-Assessment Payment Helpline:
03002003822
Helpful information can also be found on the Devon County Council website
by clicking here.
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From the Editor

Chudleigh Library

Everything

You can see the copy of the leaflet on
pages 11 and 12 of this edition of
Chudleigh Phoenix.
If you choose at least one thing to
do from each column in the table on the
second page of the leaflet and let us
know, we will give you a free sign to help
promote your garden as wildlife friendly.
You can also download a copy of
this leaflet and find further information
and advice on the Chudleigh Wild
webpage. It’s had a significant update
recently, so do take a look. Thanks to
local experts, there is a new series of
Gardening for Wildlife: let’s ‘checklists’ of Chudleigh’s wildlife that
the species of animals and plants
build a community nature detail
that have been found in the Parish.
reserve!
As well as being historic
documents, they are designed to raise
awareness of all the wonderful things that
can be seen on our doorstep. It is hoped
that they will encourage you to tell us
about your interesting sightings. For the
time being, send them via email to
info.ChudleighWild@gmail.com, which
is also the address to use if you would
like join Chudleigh Wild and receive our
With spring fast approaching, we see newsletters.
Dave & Sue Smallshire
Snowdrops, Primroses and Daffodils
coming into flower and our thoughts turn
to gardening plans for the year. We are all
becoming increasingly aware of how
important insects are to the survival of
our planet, including the future of
humanity. The loss of insects, particularly
pollinators, is putting us at risk of
catastrophe. With our minds focussed on
the Covid-19 pandemic, it’s hard to see
beyond the next few months, but one
message is clear: we must take action.
Our gardens can act as wildlife stepping
stones in an otherwise inhospitable
landscape. If we all do just a few things in
our own gardens this spring, the impact
across the whole of Chudleigh will be
huge, and the enjoyment we get from
watching bees, hoverflies, butterflies and
other beautiful wildlife will be our
reward.
With this in mind, Chudleigh Wild
has launched a Gardening for Wildlife
project to encourage everyone to welcome
pollinators and other wildlife into our
gardens. We will provide advice on the
best flowers for attracting insects, with
sources of free plants, and how to share
your garden with other wildlife. There are
also ideas for making your own nest
boxes and bug hotels, and fun things for
children to do.
The project is fully explained in a
beautiful two-page leaflet which should
have been delivered to all homes. That’s
not possible at the moment, so we have to
find different ways to spread the word.
I wanted to say in this
month’s editorial is already covered in
the article on page 1 about the Census
and local elections.
So, I’m going to give my usual
column inches over to the folks from
Chudleigh Wild to tell you about an
exciting and important new project they
are launching.
Have a great month. Until next
time.
Kate

A

reminder that we currently offer a
contact free Choose and Collect service.
All customers need to do is e-mail us at
chuleigh.library@librariesunlimited.org.uk

or call 01626 852469. Jill (or whoever is
on duty) will select books, DVDs or
audiobooks from the library's shelves
either by title, author or genre. A
collection slot will be arranged once
items are available. All items are
currently being issued for 10 weeks.
If a specific title is required it can
be ordered from devonlibraries.org using
library card and PIN. This service is free
until 29th March. The collection will be
arranged once the item arrives at the
library.
We ask that customers try to
arrange a collection as part of an essential
journey.
For customers unable to get to the
library then there is a huge range of
ebooks, e-audio books, e-newspapers and
e-magazines available from Devon
Libraries. All customers will need is their
library card and PIN.
Do keep safe everyone and we
look forward to seeing you when we can
re-open.

All advertising fees
have been waived
until March 2021.
What do YOU want
to tell the people of
Chudleigh about your
business?

Copy date Wednesday 10th March for
the next issue. Phone us on 01626
854611 or email us to book your space:
editors@chudleighphoenix.co.uk.
The editor reserves the right to edit copy
for considerations of space. Views
expressed in CP are not necessarily those
of the editor.
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Chudleigh Notices
Chudleigh Covid Task Force

9am to 4pm Mon to Fri

We want to emphasise that the Chudleigh Help Line is still very

active and we continue to provide delivery services for
Prescriptions and Shopping for the local Community as well as
any other help which might be required.
Many of the people who we serve are not on the internet,
don’t do email and may well not receive Chudleigh Phoenix,
Chudleigh News or any other local communications, so keeping
them aware of the help available is extremely frustrating for us
and they also may not be aware of the ongoing number of Covid19 cases we are currently seeing in Devon.
We have just experienced a peak in the virus that is much
higher than during the first Lock Down and despite the
vaccination roll-out, the risk of infection remains high. However,
the number of people we are serving through the Help Line has
decreased. We are concerned some of our older community
members may be taking greater risks and doing their own
shopping or generally just going out more.
We would just like to ask that as you communicate within
your circles that you help make people aware of the services the
Help Line provides and encourage the more vulnerable people
within our community not to take unnecessary risks.
James Bushell

Town Hall News
Census 2021
The census is a survey that happens every ten
years and gives us a picture of all the people
and households in England and Wales. This
year, the Census will take place on Sunday
21st March. Last month in Chudleigh
Phoenix, we published a full article from the
Office of National Statistics (ONS) explaining
what the census is, and how the data are used. You can read that
by clicking here and going to page 3.
Making it easy to take part: Everyone should have the
support they need to take part in the census and ONS has made
the questionnaire as simple as possible to complete. Most people
will be able to do it themselves, but they know there are people
who’ll need a little extra help.
An accessible census: Census 2021 will be “digital first”
meaning it’ll be mainly online. ONS knows there are people
who’ll find this challenging. They’ll offer a wide range of support
services to make sure the census is as accessible and inclusive as
possible. These include:
• guidance and support in many languages and formats;
• help in local centres with trained staff and online access;
• a contact centre to give help over the phone, in a webchat,
webform, email and SMS;
• field staff contacting households that have not yet filled in
their form;
• accessible census questionnaires, for example, in Large

Print;
• and the option to request paper questionnaires.
ONS will also automatically issue paper questionnaires in
areas where they’ve identified residents are highly likely to need
them.

We

Chudleigh Together

have been running our service for two
years now and have taken over forty referrals
from friends, family and local organisations.
We are currently befriending around
twenty local residents by phone (due to Covid
restrictions). We have a wide range of volunteers, young and old,
male and female. We are keen to reach those who may be
experiencing mental health problems at this time. We are also
keen to reach out to young parents who may feel particularly
isolated due to lockdown. It's sometimes good to have a friendly
voice on the end of a phone. Do give us a ring or email. Mary
Anne on 01626 852002 or maryannemcfarlane@gmail.com.

As

Thank You From Chudleigh School

we entered a third lockdown and second
school closure, Chudleigh School recently shared
a request for donations of second hand devices to
support children with remote learning. We were
overwhelmed by the generosity of our community
and local businesses. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank you all for your kindness,
support and generosity.
We have received twenty new laptops from Tim and
Rosemary Clegg (LCS Legal and Contract services) We also
received five new android tablets from Chamberlains estate
agents. In addition we have had brand new devices donated by
Nicky Over, Chudleigh Repertory and Pantomime Society and the
Mother’s Union. We have also received many second hand
devices—all of which have been given to our families. They have
made such a difference to our children and their ability to access
the learning. Thank you so much for your kindness.
Emily England, Head Teacher

As

Doorstep Church

we approach the season of Lent, ‘Doorstep
Church’ has an on-line presence with a ‘Thought for
the Week’ The first will be posted on Ash
Wednesday (17th February) and then each Thursday
through Lent. ‘Doorstep Church’ website can be
accessed by clicking here.
As we use Lent to reflect, we remember it
leads to the wonderful message of Easter. We invite
you to stand on your doorstep at 8pm on Ash Wednesday and
quietly pray for your neighbours, Chudleigh and our country—for
forgiveness for all we get wrong and for renewal of our lives
through Jesus.
[The Free Church of England’s roots were in The
Countess of Huntingdon’s Connexion (late 18thC). This
developed into the Congregational (later URC), Methodist and
Free C of E which wished to retain bishops. Christ Church Exeter
(1844) is the oldest original FCE church; the most recent is in
Kent and there are two bishops (N and S diocese). For more about
the Free Cof E see the website.]
God bless you all
Rev Terry Brighton, Free Church of England
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Chudleigh and Teignbridge Notices
Cancer Lifeline South West

Calling All Coffee Drinkers!
Due to Lockdown no catering has taken place
in church so we have surplus drums of
Cafedirect 500g Freeze dried coffee available.
Best before date: December 2021. Special price
of £18.30. Contact Margaret Parsons on 852740
or via email: margaretparsonsuk@gmail.com

Have

Covid Vaccination Transport

an appointment but no
transport? NEWTON ABBOT
COMMUNITY TRANSPORT can
help and are taking bookings now.
They also have wheelchairs
and scooters to hire for getting to
Sherborne House. They are a
trusted charity with volunteers
standing by to assist any day of the
week. Please get in touch with any
queries. 01626 335775.

Teignbridge

Spaces

are still available for our fully-funded creative support
groups for those who are close to someone who has cancer. The
groups will meet weekly for ten sessions. Two groups will be
offered within Devon, at locations to suit attendees. In view of the
current restrictions, an online option is also available. For more
information, contact Amy on 07792217365.

A

Selling Masks For Charity

TDC Update

District Council issued five
update bulletins in the past month. The first,
issued on Friday 15th January included
information on Sherborne House and its use
as a covid vaccination centre; and an anti-fraud covid checklist.
The second, issued on Friday 22nd January included calls
for patience relating to vaccination appointments; and tips for
improving our mood, from the Every Mind Matters campaign.
The third, issued on Friday 29th January included the need
to balance optimism with caution; and details of a new
Community Hardship Fund.
The fourth, issued on Friday 5th February included the
reminder that getting a vaccination did not equate to being able to
drop all other protective measures; and the announcement of
covid-secure local elections in May.
The latest bulletin was issued on Friday 12th February. It
features an article by TDC Cllr, Richard Keeling, on a budget to
support Teignbridge recovery; a call for anyone over 70 who has
not had their vaccination to phone for an appointment; information
from Pubic Health England on covid variants and the effect on
vaccines; using the Hardship Fund to help with energy bills; the
#TeignbridgeTogether initiative to get more people out walking;
an online Covid Grants checker for local businesses; a success
story from the Kickstart Scheme; encouragement to keep our daily
exercise local with #ExploreFromYourDoor; job vacancies for a
light vehicles mechanic and within the social care sector; last
chance to have your say on the Connecting to Nature survey and
the Interim Devon Carbon Plan; storm damage in the Exe Estuary;
a warning of loan sharks exploiting dating apps; and the latest
government Covid-19 advice.

big thank you to
Chudleigh Post office, for
stocking our cotton masks
especially while we are
unable to have our stall
outside the Town Hall.
Masks are £5 each
with £4 going
towards
Bags of Hope and £1 to
Cancer Lifeline SW.
Every mask sold will
help us to feed a child for a month at school or provisions for a
needy family especially in these difficult times as covid is also
TDC Business Update
having an impact on the community we support in Kenya.
Please ask at the counter if you would like to purchase A bulletin was issued on Friday 22nd
one of our masks.
January with an update for local business
Anne Jenkins and Donna Cook, on TDC grants and other support measures.
07972 911053
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Teignbridge and Devon Notices
There

Teignbridge CVS

were two newsletters
issued in the last month.
The first, on Wednesday
27th January featured: What’s
on – February Forums and Learning Events; news of Census day
and the TDC funding survey; updated volunteering guidance; the
VHHelp Expenses App; information on funding for supporting
vulnerable children; health and wellbeing—Mental Health
Support, Every Mind Matters Campaign, Dementia: Cognitive
Stimulation Therapy; and Tech for Good Build 2021.
The second, on Tuesday 2nd February, concentrates
primarily on phase 1 of the Supporting Families with Food
project. There’s also information on online forums and learning
events taking place in February, DCC newsletters and a reminder
about the Census.

Devon

DCC Updates

County Council issued four
general update bulletins in the past month.
The first, on Thursday 21st January,
covers: advice to keep it up as hope is on
the horizon; four more GP-led vaccination centres open; new
codeword scheme launched to combat domestic abuse; Every
Mind Matters: 'Make inside feel better'; lifeline library services
resume; using public rights of way responsibly; road improvement
works start to boost economic recovery; and finally...an uplifting
poem to lift our spirits.
The second, issued on Friday 29th January, covers:
Devon's positive case numbers fall; care workers deserve to be
recognised and better paid; current restrictions to remain in place
for schools until 8th March; two Devon landmark venues become
NHS vaccination centres; volunteers needed to help out at
vaccination centres; celebrities unite to dispel vaccine myths; and
supporting the national NHS tracing programme.
The third, issued on Thursday 4th February, covers:
community testing launched; drive to combat holiday hunger in
Devon continues for February half-term; new appeal to car sharers
and people in the workplace; celebrate what’s on your doorstep
and #ExploreFromYourDoor; funding available to help
communities; Children's Mental Health Week; and over 10m
people receive first COVID-19 vaccine dose in UK.
The latest, issued on Friday 12th February, covers: Devon
has lowest case rates, but don't celebrate just yet; calling all
businesses in the Exeter area—help stop the spread!; not too late
for over-70s to get a vaccination in Devon; stay local and
#ExploreFromYourDoor this half term; more hardship cash for
struggling Devon residents; have you received your free school
meals holiday vouchers?; free online events to help business
owners with their wellbeing; and free PPE and support if you care
for a loved one.

Business Growth Hub
Consult our website; Email us;
Give us a call: T: 03456 047 047

The latest bulletin from the Heart of the South West Business
Growth Hub is available now. Including information on financial
support for businesses and Brexit transition requirements, it can
be accessed by clicking here.

NHS Update
The latest update newsletter from the

Torbay and South Devon NHS
Foundation Trust was issued at the end
of January. Covering all aspects
relating to covid, including hospital
support; vaccinations; dispelling myths about vaccines; avoiding
scams and much more; it can be downloaded by clicking here.

COVID Winter Fuel Grant Scheme

Citizens Advice Devon are distributing
financial help to residents for whom a
payment will help mitigate the risk of
disconnection. Available to anyone who
is in need of fuel support in the form of
vouchers, top up smart meters online or
payments to online fuel accounts.
Vouchers to the value of £28 or £80 are
available depending on circumstances.
For more information please call 03444
111444. [See page 6 for more details.]

People , Prevention and Technology
People, prevention and technology will be at the

heart of the next Devon and Cornwall Police
budget. Proposals laid out at the end of January
marry a traditional neighbourhood policing
approach with significant investment in modern
technology, Police and Crime Commissioner
Alison Hernandez has said.
The 2021-22 Devon and Cornwall Police
draft budget contains funding for forty additional neighbourhood
officers, building on a programme of recruitment that has already
seen 317 officers added to force strength since the
Commissioner’s term began in 2014 and bringing officer numbers
to a 10-year high.
In addition, twenty-two staff would be added to force
contact centres to improve 101 response times; twenty-nine
DCC Children and Families Update
investigators would be recruited to bring more criminals to
Devon County Council recently issued a
justice; and eight staff would be hired to speed up professional
newsletter aimed at children and families.
standards investigations.
Published on Wednesday 3rd February,
The Commissioner also wants to boost efforts to
some of it will already be out of date, but
collaborate with other emergency services to provide more
other items are still of relevance, such as: first steps to adoption; uniformed presence in towns and villages and expand the role of
and the Parents’ Childcare Survey 2021.
volunteer Special Constables, who received payments for the first
time as part of the force’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic.
(continued on page 7)
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Covid Winter Fuel Grant Scheme
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Devon and National Notices
(continued from page 5)
The investment in people would represent an additional
£3m on the annual budget of policing Devon and Cornwall. It
would be supported by an investment of £1.1m to bring police
technology up to date, ensuring that officers and staff had speedy
access to high-quality secure data and enabling the creation of a
new drone team to help search for vulnerable missing people and
gather intelligence.
The proposed investment comes after consecutive annual
surveys by the commissioner’s office showed significant support
for additional investment in prevention, neighbourhood policing
and police technology. The investment in more people for the
non-emergency 101 contact centre comes after scrutiny work by
the commissioner’s office found that average call handling times
into 101 had increased because of growing call complexity and
volume.
The Commissioner said recruiting more officers had been a
priority for her since she came to office, but there was an
opportunity in the next financial year to also invest in technology
to ensure they were supported by high quality data.

Neighbourhood Watch
Chudleigh NHW Co-ordinator
Chris Webb
email 07968508451

As

There are certain things you can look for to check if the
person is genuine. If a member of fire service staff visits your
home, they will:

•
•
•
•
•

be wearing a Service uniform;
be carrying a Service ID card with their name printed on it;
identify themselves as a member of the Service and the
purpose for their visit;
never quote for work to be done or charge a fee for the
visit;
be parked nearby in a fire service vehicle (where possible).

If you have difficulty reading the ID card, then the fire
officer will help find a neighbour to verify the ID for you.
If you have any concerns about their identity then please
give us a call on 0800 0502 999 and we'll be happy to help.

NCVO
The National Council for Voluntary Organisations

issues regular bulletins full of information, advice
and funding news. You can register to receive these
bulletin by clicking here.

Employer Support

we begin February still in lockdown due to the Covid-19 You can get information on Covid-19 business
crisis, we have been hearing of the fatigue and struggle many are support on the Government website, by clicking here.
feeling as we try to get through this very challenging period. We And you can find full details of help and support
are supporting the Every Mind Matters campaign (p6), to ensure available from HMRC by clicking here.
mental wellbeing is something we all take care off. We are all
hoping for the quickest end to the restrictions, although we know
Helping a Friend Through a Difficult
there is still a good distance to go.
There are some positive and exciting campaigns and
programmes beginning this year at Neighbourhood Watch such as
the fantastic partnership with Co-op Insurance in support of
Universal Picture’s springtime film release, The Croods 2: A New
Age, which you can read about in this newsletter. Please share
with us the great ongoing work you are doing to support the
vulnerable and isolated members of our communities and help
prevent crime by emailing enquires@ourwatch.org.uk.

Day

[The above is taken from the National Neighbourhood Watch
newsletter for February. You can download the full document by
clicking here.]

Fire Service Home Visits
We are often out and about in our local

"Today was a Difficult Day," said Pooh. There was a pause.
"Do you want to talk about it?" asked Piglet.
"No," said Pooh after a bit. "No, I don't think I do."
"That's okay," said Piglet, and he came and sat beside his friend.
"What are you doing?" asked Pooh.
"Nothing, really," said Piglet. "Only, I know what Difficult Days
are like. I quite often don't feel like talking about it on my
Difficult Days either. But goodness," continued Piglet, "Difficult
Days are so much easier when you know you've got someone there
How to check the person is from the
for you. And I'll always be here for you, Pooh."
fire service
And as Pooh sat there, working through in his head his Difficult
We want you to feel safe and reassured when we visit your home. Day, while the solid, reliable Piglet sat next to him quietly,
If you want to check whether the person at your door works for the swinging his little legs...he thought that his best friend had never
been more right."
Service then please call us on: 0800 0502 999.
A.A. Milne, author Winnie-the-Pooh
communities doing work other than
fighting fires. Part of this work means we
may visit you at home. We may be doing a
free home safety visit, sharing free safety
advice or visiting people who have had a
fire nearby in their neighbourhood.
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Chudleigh & Local Businesses
Thanking the Post Office
We have a lot of reasons to thank our Chudleigh

retailers right now. For nearly a year they have
struggled to bring us food, drink and comfort
despite the covid restrictions including three
periods of lockdown.
And right at the heart of our town is our wonderful Post
Office; Jojo and her team have supported us throughout. And now
we have a chance to say thank you.
On the national Post Office website, they are asking for
feedback on individual branches. Find the form by clicking here
and enter your postcode to get the link to the Chudleigh Post
Office.
And if having the chance to say thank you isn’t incentive
enough, one lucky person each month will win a £100 High Street
voucher in the Prize Draw.

On A Lighter Note...
Schooling Catch-Up?
As the vaccine rollout continues,

people are looking to the end of
lockdown,
and
there
are
headlines suggesting schools
opening on March 8th. We don’t
the details of lockdown’s easing,
nor the effects of its timing;
maybe a new surge in cases or
cases within ‘normal’ bounds?
The effect of the pandemic has
been devastating in terms of people’s livelihoods, their mental
health and let’s not forget, over 100,000 lives lost. No doubt the
full costs will become apparent in the future.
One area that has caused much concern is the fractured
education of the nation’s children. Schools, colleges and
universities have been open, closed, or partially open throughout
the last year. This has severely affected children’s education, with
Who Would You Like To Thank?
the greatest impact on the less well-off.
Here at Chudleigh Phoenix, we are always happy to say thank
Some people will know I have a rather cynical attitude to
you; so if you have someone you want to give praise to, just drop schooling. Not, I hasten to add, with the efforts and expertise of
us a line and we’ll happily publish it.
those working in schools, but we do have one of the most crowded
curriculums in the Europe.
We have an antiquated education system that was
Amity Veterinary Care
essentially devised in the 19th century. An interesting take on this
is given Sir Ken Robinson in his TED talk: Do Schools Kill
Creativity? The next year is going to be one of catching up, and
several different ideas have been touted; many commentators are
calling for change, not least the scrapping of GCSE exams
completely and moving towards school-based portfolios for each
pupil.
Although many parents will breathe a sigh of relief that
home schooling will end, it never really does. Children spend
more time at home than at school and one of the things that
prepares them for the school environment is language
development. Studies have shown children hear as many as 30
million words before they go to school and pupils with better
language skills do better in school. A gap develops between those
with a high level of skill and those with a low level. This gap
persists throughout school. I don’t think it is a coincidence that all
my friends at university could read before they started school.
These language skills come from the home. Listening,
talking and reading stories are all important. Conversations around
the dinner table about the family’s day used to be common, but not
so much now. It is a joy to see parents talking to their children on
the way to the primary school.
To help children catch-up there are a number of resources
available. Secondary schools run ‘exam classes’ after school, so it
is worth checking to see what will be available as schools reopen.
There is a National Tutoring Programme, funded by government
and run by various organisations. It is accessed by schools, so
again it’s worth checking if this is available at our local schools.
Many parents chose to employ private tutors, especially for Year
11 (GCSE), but this can be costly. For pre-school and primary
school children, family is a key resource and largely free!
Don’t forget the on-line resources available, some of which
I gave last month [page 9]. One more link, The Oak National
Academy, which is free; also access from some mobile providers
is free (check first and beware if taken to YouTube there will be a
cost!).
Children will need support after Covid, but they are
resilient and adults around them can provide much of that support.
Michael McCormick
Former teacher and Head of Science
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On A Lighter Note...
Laurel have popped up at different times in my life.
But Daisy Buchanan from F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great
Are you pleased with your name? Is it unusual or does it continue Gatsby tops my list of favourite names
a family tradition?
along with, Loveday Minette from
I have fond memories of choosing
Elizabeth Goudge’s, The Little White
names for our first son & daughter as my
Horse and Jonquil Antony, a BBC
fiancé & I sat watching beautiful sunsets
producer from many years ago. Needless
from the ridge above Chudleigh. I readily
to say, I’ve never liked my own name.
agreed that, if we had a daughter, she
A lot of us have had our
should bear the name that his mother had
vaccinations now, but remember, we can
continued into a fifth generation. That
still carry the dreaded covid.
appealed to my romantic nature & keen interest in history.
So take care & stay safe.
Now, we are awaiting the arrival of two new members of
C.S.
the family & consequently names are a hot topic for us. All PS On the three occasions that I was pregnant, my father always
suggestions welcome.
for some reason, referred to the unseen baby as,’ Little Audrey’.
Film stars & celebrities inspire some
Not a name I’ve ever considered.
young couples. I remember when a member of
the fabulously wealthy Getty family named their
Chudleigh Amateur Dramatic Society
son Galaxy Gramophone and David Bowie
called his son Zowie. Both of them changed to
something more conventional as soon as they
could. I wonder if Gwynneth Paltrow & Chris
Martin’s daughter, Apple, will do the same? Of
course, many little ones are the apple of their
Isn’t there enough drama in your life just
parents’ eye. Some fruit names have become
now?
perfectly acceptable—Plum as a form of
Victoria or Cherry, for example. One of my grandsons has bagged,
Clementine for his first daughter, but first he needs a partner!
You might do well to keep an eye on what
If you are making lists, I recommend
Chudleigh Amateur Dramatic Society or CADS is
the surname goes at the top of the page as a
reminder that you should avoid ending up
brewing up.
with Neil Down or Crispin Golden, both
genuine names. Keeping boys & girls
separate is a good idea, although some are
We’ve been invited to return to the Chudfest
not gender specific—Alex, Billy, Kit, and
stage in July with a follow up to our hilarious
some have surprised me by being a boy when
I was expecting to meet a girl—Jamie or Michel. Then there are murder mystery The Great British Bump Off, and
names that only swap one letter to change gender—Darcy/Darcey,
after Easter we’ll be inviting members to an
Francis/Frances or Robert/Roberta.
Without necessarily being aware of it, many parents
informal read through of the script for
choose names that come from Ancient
Goldilocks and the Three Bears, our next panto
Greek, The Bible, Kings & Queens or
set to run in early 2022.
Shakespeare & literature. All sorts of things
can provide inspiration for just the right
name for their family. In fact we used to
have a family game of finding surprising
We’ve also got an active Kidz section.
names. My favourite, so far, is Hessian
Bunting, a boy I think. We won’t know our
new babies’ names until they’re born (one soon & one in the
So whether it’s performing, just reading scripts
summer), but if they are boys they will have James as a second
for pleasure or getting involved with all the fun
name. This will carry the name forward from several generations
both backstage and front of house, (no
for both families.
Flowers have been particularly popular for some years & I experience necessary), why not find out more by
confess to considering, Primrose for one of
emailing our Secretary:
my daughters, (I still like it but my husband
wasn’t keen). I believe school classes are
david.bainger@hotmail.co.uk
now scattered with Lilies, Poppies, Daisies &
Roses alongside a few Rubies & Pearls, but
not so many Gemmas these days.
I once knew a woman called Wren,
Or keep an eye on our Facebook page
which must have been so sweet when she was a baby but perhaps
not quite so apt now. I’ve also known a Robin, Merlin (he played
badminton with my husband), Peregrine (Perry), Finch & Mavis.
Chudleigh Amateur Dramatic Society
A tree can be a good choice, Rowan, Ash, Willow, Hazel, and
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On A Lighter Note...
compiling during their lockdown exercise periods. All these
photos were taken on the following walk (not necessarily in
order!) See how many of these you can spot on your daily walks
we bring you a second of the great visual quizzes they’ve been around the town.

Making the Daily Walk More Interesting…
Rachel Parker and her family have been at it again. This month,

Instructions

Walk up Old Exeter
Road from the War
Memorial. At the top,
turn right and down
Colway Lane. At
New Exeter Street,
turn left and then
immediately
right
down the alley to the
Cricket Field. Walk
down the lane past
the Cricket Club to
the bridge, and then
turn right up the path
past the Skateboard
Park
and
the
Recreation Ground.
Turn right over the
footbridge and into
Millstream Meadow.
Turn left and follow
the road until you
reach Clifford Street
on your right, which
you follow all the
way up to the War
Memorial.
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